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From: Information Officer
To: Internet Updates
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Date: 05 August 2016 12:08:08
Attachments: Recovery Issue.xlsx


Start of Request for Information


I am researching the impact of Local Council Tax Reduction Schemes (LCTRS) on council tax
collection and require certain information.


I would like to know (in order of priority):


1. The total number of:


  - reminders issued;


  - final notices issued;


  - court summonses issued;


  - liability orders issued;


  - attachment of benefit arrangements made;


  - attachment of earnings arrangements made; and


  - enforcement agents employed;


in relation to your collection of council tax for each financial year since (and including) 2012/13


Please see attached document.


 


2. If possible please provide the council tax collection rate, among LCTRS recipients only, for each
financial year since 2012/13. Please present this collection rate as a percentage of the total council
tax liability for LCTRS recipients. If possible please also provide the council tax collection rate,
among Council Tax Benefit (CTB) recipients only, for 2012/13.- We are unable to provide this
information as our systems do not identify customers on CTR differently to those not on CTR.


NOTICE OF REFUSAL


It has been estimated to gather the information required to answer this question would require
manual intervention to check back through 10,000 accounts over 4 years to see if they paid by the


31st March each year would exceed the time limit set out by the Information Commissioner
therefore under S12 of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 provides an exemption from the
obligation to comply with a request for information if the estimated costs of complying with that
request would exceed the prescribed appropriate limit.  We estimate that the costs of complying
with your request would exceed the appropriate limit by a significant amount.  For this reason we
feel unable to comply with this question.


3. If possible please provide the average council tax bill for someone on the full council tax
reduction available under LCTRS (or CTB ) for each financial year since and including 2012/13.-
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Sheet1


			PERIOD			REMINDER			VALUE			FINAL			VALUE			SUMMONS			VALUE			LIAB ORDER			VALUE			BAILIFF			VALUE			Attachment of Earnings			Attachment of Benefit


			TO DATE


			2001/2002			27338			£2,232,609.82			14597			£5,201,013.93			7806			£3,725,124.43			4052			£1,933,474.62			3923			£1,561,192.00


			2002/2003			26345			£2,194,619.21			12852			£4,705,948.65			6135			£2,728,576.71			4871			£2,175,909.36			5053			£1,924,577.60


			2003/2004			23602			£2,380,559.20			11324			£4,752,345.67			5815			£2,869,292.37			4511			£2,237,032.07			4694			£1,916,198.00


			2004/2005			23594			£2,733,286.24			10882			£5,839,627.49			6459			£4,032,513.37			4944			£3,058,415.79			4222			£2,225,859.00


			2005/2006			25564			£3,080,545.99			13617			£7,053,132.45			5910			£4,038,153.43			4612			£3,221,762.09			6876			£3,768,244.96


			2006/2007			24130			£3,215,356.64			12115			£6,579,782.15			6231			£4,460,297.80			4988			£3,566,343.98			5063			£3,179,477.29


			2007/2008			24976			£3,005,504.10			12260			£7,198,390.33			6992			£5,210,149.17			5554			£3,941,283.33			6589			£3,712,913.32


			2008/2009			22522			£2,689,547.90			11657			£7,008,132.55			6329			£5,014,910.72			4980			£3,920,041.25			4039			£2,997,779.62


			2009/2010			22531			£2,875,208.43			10899			£6,722,667.51			6102			£4,981,179.60			4626			£3,701,669.82			4377			£3,099,208.74


			2010/2011			20634			£2,664,003.90			10019			£5,955,603.25			4762			£4,195,119.99			3816			£3,247,835.92			5071			£3,553,710.56


			2011/2012			20836			£2,386,002.84			10273			£5,889,294.63			5288			£4,156,617.14			4157			£3,185,956.54			4630			£2,900,543.56


			2012/2013			20369			£2,522,255.93			9609			£5,385,433.95			3849			£3,409,510.25			3167			£2,745,008.81			4645			£3,506,861.75			520			971


			2013/2014			25317			£3,273,231.99			10980			£6,092,917.42			3796			£3,175,796.54			2935			£2,450,654.80			3470			£2,536,065.23			635			880


			2014/2015			22933			£3,056,114.21			9906			£5,426,323.24			4209			£3,447,147.56			3363			£2,702,668.61			4816			£3,853,929.87			849			811


			2015/2016			26196			£3,733,131.71			12422			£7,517,422.67			3600			£3,216,758.38			2287			£2,056,965.59			3134			£2,217,908.31			982			955
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Nil for all years


4. If possible please provide the number of appeals that have been taken to the valuation tribunal
relating to your application of LCTRS (or CTB) for each financial year since and including 2012/13.-
Nil


5. Does your LCTRS scheme incentivise work? If so how? - No


End of Request for Information





